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DAY 2



1. Review Case Study results

2. Share Your survey results

3. Discuss how to collect and analyze the data
4. Take a look at some meaningful ways that 

making changes will impact your teams

Plan for Day 2



✘ 70% of people are in the wrong job 
✘ The symptoms affect us every day
✘ We’ve been tackling the symptoms with 

band aids
✘ Which has us caught in a vicious circle

Day 1 Review



To change the results around people we need 
to use the right information

Day 1 Review

Ø A holistic view
• Who they are and what they’ve done

Ø From the best, objective source
• Your top performers



Review the Case Results



A new VP with a mandate

The Issue
Cheryl was a new VP that was brought on board with the 
mandate to grow a struggling national chain by 20% within 2 
years.

Original Strategy
Cheryl was determined to reach her 20% growth goal and began to 
immediately analyze mountains of data to understand where the 
problems were with the company and why. 

She found out from her research that the biggest variable affecting 
profits and business growth was actually the people, specifically on the 
manager level. 



Who did you pick and why?

Laura Talwinder Jenn Dan



The right candidate…

Talwinder



Talwinder was just one example of the internal 
talent Cheryl was able to discover, train and 

promote successfully into the district 
manager role by using this holistic approach. 



Before & After Performance Results

Efficiency: Increased internal mobility 
opportunities for employees within the 
company by +45%. Enabling her to hire and 
promote internal employees instead of 
externally. 

Performance: Reported a 22% increase in the 
number of stores outperforming the industry 
average in the first year of the new program

Growth: Achieved and exceeded her growth 
goal with a total growth reached of 32% at 2 
years.  
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Questions/Surprises about the 
case?



Let’s review your survey 
results!



About the Survey

Valid, reliable and legally defensible normative 
psychometric survey based on Big 5. It’s 
proprietary and works equally well across all 
roles and industries because of the reverse 
engineering of benchmarks through the use of 
data.  Over 2 million people have completed it 
to-date. 



The Right Type of Information

This is the info 
coming from the 

survey

Taking a holistic view of the individual. 



CO SHRM Group Standard HR Manager



Kacie Sizemore



Desaray Bibb



Donna Garcia



Kristen Russell



Beth Nixon



Comparing an individual to a benchmark



How to Collect & Analyze Data



COLLECTING INFO

• ‘What data’ – skills/education/experience/etc
• Is it already in your HRIS?
• Does the Intelligence Platform have fields to collect it?  

Can it be collected in a CSV file? Can they parse a resume?



COLLECTING INFO
• ‘Who data’ –

• You need a valid, reliable and legally defensible Normative 
assessment

• It can’t be a different survey for every role (doesn’t scale for 
matching people with jobs)

• It should be relatively quick (some are 45 min or longer and that 
doesn’t scale either)

• Shouldn’t require an expert to interpret the results each time 



BENCHMARKING

• You need 
• A list of all employees, 
• Which job they are currently doing and 
• How well they are performing (could be as simple as 

top/middle/bottom or as sophisticated as KPIs for each)

• You’ll need to have all of those employees provide their 
What data and take the assessment



BENCHMARKING
• Determine what differentiates 

your top people from others

• Utilize an internal 
insights/analytics team or an 
Intelligence platform to 
analyze the data

• Once you’ve agreed to the 
benchmarks, you need 
ongoing ways to include 
those benchmarks in your 
workflows – matching vs 
benchmarks for hiring, career 
pathing, coaching, etc.



Impacting Your Teams



HIRING
• Job descriptions 

• No longer need to be opinion.  
• Your benchmarks defines success 

• Matching
• Candidates can now be matched against all roles
• May apply to ones they didn’t expect/know about

• Increased diversity
• Top people get put at the top of the list based on objective 

benchmark
• Possible to screen candidates initially without knowing their name. 

• Interviewing
• Gaps vs benchmarks define areas to probe in interviews



What if we knew exactly 
what drove success and 

were totally honest about 
it?  What would happen?



Men wanted for hazardous 
journey. Small wages, bitter cold, 

long months of darkness, 
constant danger, safe return 

doubtful.  Honour and 
recognition in case of success.

(Ernest Shackleton's 1914 ad in the London Times for his 
expedition to cross Antarctica from sea to sea, via the pole)



Shackleton received 
more than 

5,000 applications* 

*http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Shackleton



They were trapped in pack 
ice for four months 

None of his men died  



CAREER PATH/INTERNAL MOBILITY
• Matching

• Employees have already provided their initial info and they can 
also be compared against benchmarks to see which paths are 
right for them 

• Engagement
• Employees can be empowered to discover their own career paths
• They are also confronted with objective data vs opinion – feels 

more fair
• Simple tie to relevant Learning & Development opportunities by

comparing to gaps with the benchmark



What if we stopped letting go 
of good talent and instead 

found a better place for 
them? What would happen?



OIL & GAS COMPANY
ROLE: ACCOUNT MANAGER

CHALLENGE

STRATEGY

BEFORE RESULTS

Company felt that ideal Account Managers would have very 
specific industry experience.  Low performance was driving high 
turnover but no long term solution

Promote good field technicians and train them as account 
managers. 
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A NEW APPROACH

They began to hire – using their success profile. 

When looking at the internal movement, they favored 
people who could be trained over having past 
experience. 

They moved under performers into other roles
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BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE & AFTER: RESULTS

• 25% more of their employees were 
considered top performers after year 1. 

• Turnover dropped by 30%
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COACHING & DEVELOPMENT
• Development

• By understanding the holistic picture of a person, you can now use 
that information to develop them longer term without regard for their 
current role

• Coaching
• By seeing where each person on the team fits against the benchmark 

for the role, it’s easy to identify team members that may be struggling 
and understanding why as well as working through team dynamics 
with the visibility around what makes each person tick. 



What if knew exactly why a 
group of people were not 

working well together? 
What would happen?



A Coaching Story

A manager had a team that was frustrated working with one 
team member.

The manager was able to look at the team member to 
understand his relative strengths and weaknesses as well as 
those of the rest of the team.

In the end, the manager explained that the team member 
needed to try harder to follow the team’s structure while she 
explained to the team that they would benefit greatly from the 
innovative thinking the team member brought to the table.  



CULTURE/WORKFORCE PLANNING
• Culture/Key organizational traits

• How many companies are looking for more innovation?  Now you 
could actually understand who has it and how to get more of it 
without losing out on performance. 

• Workforce planning
• If you know what jobs each person can do now and in the future and 

where the gaps are, you have all the information the organization 
needs to plan its workforce needs for years to come. 



What if we could build a 
workforce that could do the 

job now and also be prepared 
for the future state of work?

What would happen?



Workforce of the Future
A client was determined to remake their organization and 
become far more innovative.

They had 2 key issues:
1. How to define innovation in the context of their business
2. How to meet current needs while also adding more 

innovation in the future

Solution:
Focus on candidates that match the core benchmark but that 
also score highly on traits that were defined as innovative for 
them.



✘ 70% of people are in the wrong job 
✘ The symptoms affect us every day
✘ We’ve been tackling the symptoms with 

band aids
✘ Which has us caught in a vicious circle

Review



To change the results around people we need 
to use the right information

Review

Ø A holistic view
• Who they are and what they’ve done

Ø From the best, objective source
• Your top performers



ü Information is key and you will need 
What and Who data from your people

ü Make sure that you are using the right 
solutions to collect and analyze the data

ü Transformative effects of using holistic 
data and benchmark are far reaching

Review









STOP GUESSING.
START KNOWING.  

Jamie@careerspark.com
www.careerspark.com
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